SSLC 2021
ENGLISH
1 Night 10 o' clock
2 The room where the Homeopath staying was infested with rats. There was a regular traffic of rats on
the roof. So the sound made by the movement of rats was familiar to him
3 ‘ I had just set up medical practice and my earnings were meagre'
4 His possessions were a suitcase with sixty rupees in it, some shirts and dhotis and a black coat
5 Meagre
6 ‘ Sparrow chirp, ‘Moths came once more'
7 The old priest Peter Gilligan
8 He exclaimed ‘Mavrone, Mavrone the man has died while I slept in Chair'
9 He roused his horse and rode with no care
10 Appreciation of the poem ‘Lines written in Early Spring
11 Appreciation of the poem ‘The Ballad of Father Gilligan
12 The mother asked for one of the apples
13 She took a quick bite on both apples
14 The smile on mom’s face froze she tried hard not to reveal her disappointment
15 judge others immediately
16 know which is sweeter
17 One of the bitten apples
18 Narration of the fight scene
19 Write up based on The Best Investment I Ever Made
20 Description of the difficulties faced by Satyajit Ray for the shooting of his film.
21 Narrate the story of The Snake and the Mirror
22 Narration of Mr.John’s Life
23 Profile of Vaikom Muhammed Basheer
24 Mr.John’s letter to A J Cronin
25 News report of the shooting based on the lesson Project Tiger
26 Character Sketch of Mr.John
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27 write up - life in harmony with nature based on Adventures in a Banyan Tree
28 Conversation between Thorat and you
29 Notice – Online literary Fest
30 Diary of Homeopath
31 Paragraph about the argument between Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Boon
32 Conversation between Ali and Zahra
33 Diary of the boy
34 Paragraph about vanka's Sufferings
35 Five Questions to Grandfather in The adventures in a Banyan tree
36 Paragraph about the danger of a single story about Fide
37 Bob Dylan
38 2007
39 Mario Vargas Kooda
40 Louise Gluck
41 The USA
42 Louise Gluck
43 a)Don’t you?
b) Why are you sad?
c)Why did they take such a
d)Can’t you pay the money?
e)He will give you the money
f)had better give a complaint
44 a) Turned up
b)Went on /Go on
c)turned down

decision?

d)went for /go for
45 a)by
b)Who
c)Physically
d) Themselves
e)Take
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